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Full Title : SuperSquad Alien Blasters
Genre : Action Comedy

CGI Animation

13 Episodes X 20 minutes
Language : Bahasa Malaysia

Production Completion : December 2015

1 X 90 minute Feature Film
Language : Bahasa Malaysia

Production Completion : March 2014

Target Audience : 7 to 12 year olds
Demographic : Boy skewed with strong girl appeal



Series Synopsis

An ancient evil is awakening. 
The SuperSquad have to race against 
time to stop the 10,000 year old Blood 
King from collecting the five ancient 

diamonds of Nagasakti to summon the 
slumbering Ancient One.

The SuperSquad , comprising of Captain 
Danny with his Nano-armour, Elly with her 
telekinetic powers, Sasha with her super 
strength, Blinq’s super-speed and Alan’s 

ever changing energy powers have to find 
a way to stop bickering and work together 

to defend their city from the various 
monsters emerging from portals.

At the same time, the pesky Zeeboz and 
his robot minions have their own plans 

for world domination.



+

Captain Danny

The gung-ho leader of the 
Supersquad. Danny 

possesses a nano-suit that 
can transform into weapons 
and tools using his thoughts.

Danny’s suit has a battle 
mode that allows him to fully 
transform into a mechanical 

hybrid.



+

Elly

Elly is the Supersquad’s
strict and disciplined Science 
Officer. She also happens to 
be Danny’s twin sister and 

she has psionic powers that 
allows her to summon energy 

blasts.

Elly can also created energy 
shields to protect her team 

mates.



+

Blinq

Blinq is the Supersquad’s
clumsy shortsighted Engineer 
who creates all the gadgets 

for them.

Blinq’s combination of 
superspeed and 

shortsightednees usually 
gets him in trouble.



+

Sasha

Sasha is the Supersquad’s
super sweet Security Officer. 

Sasha is always optimistic 
and has a romantic heart.

Sometimes Sasha forgets 
that she has superstrength

that allows her to move 
mountains.
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+

Alan

Alan is the Supersquad’s
youngest and smartest 

member. Unfortunately he 
has yet to master his powers 
and is disappointed that he 

can’t help the team in 
battles. 

But Alan never gives up and 
strives to be the best 

SuperSquad.   



At the end of each episode, the
viewers will be presented with a 1
minute science capsule that will
present science facts in a fun and
engaging way.



Movie Synopsis

“When the skies go dark, evil from the depths of space will
be upon us.” – Sanskrit Prophecy

The SuperSquad goes up against their greatest foe, an
alien race know only as the Insekts who decimated Earth’s
space defenses with the help of Zeeboz but was ultimately
defeated by Earth’s armada.

The Insekt has other plans, and opens a portal to the past
to destroy the Earth. The SuperSquad races into the portal
and ends up in our present.

The Insekts arrival was foretold in an ancient prophecy
and sets into motion a series of events that would lead to
the Earth’s destruction. And the Insekt Queen hold secrets
that could devastate the SuperSquad.





Movie voice actors : Aaron Aziz, Diana Danielle, Dafi



SuperSquad series has been broadcast on MediaPrima TV9 and 
TV3 (Malaysia) , Mediacorp SuriaTV (Singapore) and GlobalTV

(Indonesia)

SuperSquad feature has been shown on 60 screens in 2014 and 
has been nominated for Best Animated Feature FFM27 and had 

won technical awards at MTEX (silver medal), ITEX (silver 
medal) and PECIPTA (gold medal)

The SuperSquad IP has been licensed for various merchandise 
including drinks, books and comics.
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